Programmable downsizing of CRISPR-Cas9 activity for precise and safe genome editing
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Abstract

CRISPR-Cas9 system has opened up the avenue to efficient genome editing\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^4\). However, together with known off-target effects, several concerns of current CRISPR-Cas9 platform, including severe DNA damage, cytotoxicity, and large genomic alteration, have emerged in recent reports\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^7\) and establish a formidable obstacle to precisely model allele dosage effects of disease mutations and risk variants, especially mono-allelic effects, and correct them. Here, by developing an allele-specific indel monitor system (AIMS), we demonstrate that small and simple modification of conventional single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) enable programmable tuning of CRISPR-Cas9 activities and alleviate such adverse effects. AIMS, which visualizes various indel events in two alleles separately in living cells, is convenient and accurate to determine the \textit{in vitro} editing efficiency and revealed frequent mosaicism during genome editing. Using AIMS, we show that adding cytosine stretches to the 5’ end of conventional sgRNA efficiently reduced Cas9 activity in a length dependent manner. By combining systematic experiments and computational modeling, we established the quantitative relationships between the length of cytosine extension and multiple aspects of CRISPR-Cas9 system. In general, short cytosine extension dramatically relieves p53-dependent cytotoxicity and suppression of homology-directed repair (HDR) while relatively maintaining on-target activity. Long cytosine extension further decreases on-target activity, thereby maximizing mono-allelic editing, while conventional system typically induces bi-allelic editing. Furthermore, such downregulation of on-target activity contributes to downregulation of relative off-target activity and protection of HDR-allele from second off-target editing. Therefore, cytosine extension method finally enables both single-step generation of heterozygous single-nucleotide disease mutations from
homozygous states in mouse ES cells and correction of heterozygous disease mutations in human iPS cells. Taken together, our study proposes updates of standard CRISPR-Cas9 platform in mammalian cells toward precise and safe genome editing in diverse applications.
Introduction

CRISPR-Cas9 system has opened up the avenue to efficient genome editing\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^4\). It is still challenging to model and correct most genetic variants that contribute to various diseases. Several methods such as CORRECT combine the standard CRISPR-Cas9 system and homology-directed repair (HDR) for this purpose\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\). However, they typically require introduction of silent mutations in HDR templates to protect the HDR-allele from second editing since the HDR templates are easy targets for off-target activities of Cas9, and multiple cloning steps are thus inevitable to revert silent mutations. Other approaches such as base editing (BE) or prime editing (PE) avoid DNA double-strand break (DSB)\(^10\)\(^-\)\(^13\), but still accompany with insertions/deletions (indels) and undesirable mutations caused by editing errors\(^14\)\(^-\)\(^17\). Besides known off-target effects, multiple recent studies have unveiled that several adverse effects, such as cytotoxicity with severe DNA damage, large on-target genomic deletion, and chromosomal rearrangement, are prevalent in mammalian cells\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^7\). Indeed, the large deletions are induced in up to 20% of cells\(^7\). Among them, the large DNA deletions are particularly underestimated in the next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based methods, which are typically used for development of CRISPR-based technologies, such as CORRECT, BE, and PE, because short read sequencing analyzes only partially matched target sequences. NGS-based methods also miss clonal and allelic editing information, including the prevalence of mosaicism. To investigate an avenue for safe genome editing, we first attempted to establish a convenient but accurate experimental platform to visualize the dynamics of genome editing in each single allele at the single cell level in living cells: allele-specific indel monitor system (AIMS).
Results

Allele-specific indel monitor system (AIMS)

An allele-specific indel monitor system (AIMS) employs insertion of the monitor cassette containing 2A self-cleaving peptides (P2A) and two distinct fluorescent proteins (tdTomato and Venus) in two alleles (Fig. 1a). Use of sgRNA targeting a P2A sequence allows us to analyze indel induction in a pair of alleles by two distinct colors in real-time and at clonal level without sequence analysis. By inserting AIMS cassette downstream of coding regions of genes, which products localize to the nuclei or cell membrane, e.g. transcription factors (TF) or membrane proteins (MP), changes in localization of two fluorescence can distinguish nine combinations consisting of in-frame indels, frameshift indels or large deletions, and no indel at each allele (Fig. 1a). For example, in-frame indels disrupt endopeptidase recognition of P2A peptides and thus result in change in fluorescence localization to nucleus or membrane. AIMS is also sensitive to large deletions, which cause loss of fluorescence. In AIMS, multiple sgRNAs can be tested using several target sites in P2A sequence and/or generating P2A variants with silent mutations (Fig. 1b). In this study, we used an original P2A sequence, named P2A1, and one of its variants, named P2A2, and tested six sgRNAs targeting P2A1 or P2A2 (Fig. 1b). We first developed AIMS in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) by targeting T-Box transcription factor 3 (Tbx3) and membrane protein E-cadherin (Cdh1) because they are homogenously expressed in mESCs under a 2iL culture condition (Extended Data Fig. 1a). AIMS successfully distinguished various combinations and was consistent with sequence validation (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 1b, c).
To enhance experimental reproducibility, we mainly utilized the all-in-one plasmids expressing single-guide RNA (sgRNA), Cas9, and puromycin-resistant cassette (p:RCP), and performed AIMS analysis in cells selected by puromycin treatment (Fig. 1d).

Notably, approximately 30% of primary colonies derived from puromycin-resistant single cells exhibited mosaicism (Fig. 1d). Thus, the primary colonies were dissociated and the secondary ones with homogenous fluorescent pattern were analyzed (Fig. 1d). Bi-allelic indels were induced in more than 99.4% of mESC clones for all of six tested sgRNAs targeting P2A$_1$ or P2A$_2$ (Fig. 1e). Similar results were obtained when endogenous genes were targeted (Fig. 1f). Although the CRISPR editing efficiency is reportedly influenced by chromatin accessibility$^{21}$, we confirmed high rates of bi-allelic indels for $Alb$ gene, not expressed in mESCs.

Next, we investigated the accuracy of AIMS. When analyzing bi-allelic indel clones, allelic bias in both indel induction and frameshift/in-frame indel frequency was not evident (Fig. 1g and Extended Data Fig. 1d). Frequencies of in-frame indels were lower than those of frameshift indels or large deletions. Next, the error rates of AIMS data-based indel probability (AIMS[P]) were investigated by additional sequence analysis of the rare population of the tdTomato$^+$Venus$^\text{indel}$ and tdTomato$^\text{indel}$Venus$^+$ heterozygous clones (Fig. 1h). The 86% of these ostensibly heterozygous clones were turned to be homozygous, resulting in the error frequency less than 0.3% (Fig. 1h). We next performed a standard T7E1 survey assay with a bacterial cloning process in our experiments, determined indel probability (T7E1-Bac[P]), and estimated the error rates (Fig.1i). Importantly, additional sequence analysis revealed that approximately 8% of indels were not digested by T7E1 (Fig.1j), suggesting that AIMS is more accurate than T7E1 assay. Thus, combination of
T7E1 and sequence analysis was performed hereafter when determining bacterial cloning-based indel probability (Bac[P]). These results collectively suggest that the current CRISPR-Cas9 system basically induces bi-allelic DNA cleavage when appropriate sgRNAs are designed and Cas9-introduced cells are sufficiently selected, and that editing outcomes at each allele are stochastic and highly dynamic, leading to frequent mosaicism.

**Downsizing of sgRNA-Cas9 activity by sgRNA modification**

Consistent with our findings, to generate heterozygous genotypes, other methods such as CORRECT have basically employed bi-allelic editing but introduced some technical approaches, such as the use of mixed HDR templates, to control editing outcomes of two alleles for heterozygosity\(^8,9,22\). We alternatively attempt to maximize mono-allelic genome editing by reducing excessive activity of conventional sgRNA-Cas9. Reducing amounts of the all-in-one plasmid or sgRNA-expressing plasmid failed to increase the clones with mono-allelic indels (Fig. 2a and Extended Data Fig. 2). Next, addition of 15-base stretches of guanine [15G], cytosine [15C], adenine [15A], and thymidine [15T] to the 5’ end of spacer sites was tested on the basis of previous reports describing that a few additional guanines at the 5’ end may potentially interrupt the sgRNA-Cas9 activity\(^23,24\) (Fig. 2b). Importantly, among them, [15C] extension substantially increased frequency of mono-allelic indel clones (Fig. 2c). The [15T] sgRNA almost completely failed to induce indel, which might be due to loss of sgRNA expression because [15T] contained a 4xT transcription termination signal for the U6 promoter\(^25\). Thus, we focused on cytosine ([C]) extension in the subsequent experiments.
We further investigated the relationships between [C] extension length and bi-/mono-allelic indel patterns by systematically generating all-in-one-plasmids expressing [0C]-[30C]-extended sgRNAs for six different sgRNA sequences (Fig. 2d and Extended Data. Fig. 3, 4). For all six sgRNAs, [C]-extended sgRNAs ([C]sgRNAs) exhibited decreased bi-allelic indels and increased mono-allelic indels in a length-dependent manner, indicating length-dependent editing suppression (Fig. 2d). Allelic bias was not observed in the case of mono-allelic indel induction (Fig. 2e and Extended Data Fig. 5a). Editing efficiency is reportedly influenced by the local genome environment and cell types, even when targeting the same sequences, as confirmed in Extended Data Fig. 5b, c, and highly depends on the target sequences. In fact, the absolute indel probabilities of [C]sgRNAs varied among several different sgRNAs (Fig. 2d and Extended Data Fig. 4a); nevertheless, in all experiments, [C] extension exerted uniform suppression effects on diverse sgRNA sequences. This effect can be explained by the assumption that [C] extension decreases the effective sgRNA-Cas9 complex in a length-dependent manner, as supported by computational modeling (Extended Data Fig. 4b, c and Methods). Accordingly, substantial effect of [C] extension on DSB induction was also confirmed by an in vitro cleavage assay using a fixed amount of [C]sgRNA (200 nM), Cas9 (66.7 nM), and template DNA (300 ng) (Fig. 2f). In addition, downsized sgRNA-Cas9 activity by [20C]sgRNAs increased the frequency of mosaicism up to 63%, while the frequency of mosaicism of conventional system was approximately 30% (Fig. 2g, opened bars). These findings suggest that kinetics of indel induction is delayed by [C] extension and that clonal analysis with dissociation methods is critical for downstream applications, especially when downsized sgRNA-Cas9 is used.
We further investigated whether [C] extension allows both mono-allelic insertion (knock-in, KI) of large gene cassettes via HDR and protection of non-HDR allele from indel induction, i.e. one-step generation of HDR/WT clones (Fig. 2h and Extended Data Fig. 5d-f). Overall HDR frequency, which included HDR/indel clones, gradually decreased along with [C] extension due to the reduction in indel probability (Fig. 2h, middle panels). Although the overall HDR frequency of [30C]sgRNA was 3-fold less than that of [0C]sgRNA, the scarless HDR/WT frequency of [30C]sgRNA was 25-fold higher than that of [0C]sgRNA (Fig. 2h, right panel). These data indicate that one scarless HDR/WT clone can be theoretically obtained by picking 40 or 1.6 tdTomato-positive KI clones when using [0C] or [30C]sgRNA, respectively. Similar result was obtained in AIMS experiment, indicating that one scarless HDR/WT clone can be theoretically obtained by picking 137 or 1.9 G418-resistant KI clones when using [0C] or [25C]sgRNA, respectively (Extended Data Fig. 5d-f). Together, these findings suggest that mono-allelic HDR clones without scar on another allele can be efficiently obtained by downsizing sgRNA-Cas9 activity.

Computational modeling of single-cell heterogeneity of editing frequency

In theory, maximum of the frequency of mono-allelic indel is 0.5 when setting the indel probably to 0.5 if homogenous cell population was assumed. However, actual frequency of mono-allelic indel (F(Mono)) was substantially lower than estimated F(Mono) especially around the intermediate AIMS[P] levels (AIMS[P] ~ 0.5) (Fig. 3a, b). Thus, we considered heterogeneity in genome editing frequency at the single-cell level and computationally modeled the relationships between [C] extension and mono-allelic indel
based on AIMS datasets. By utilizing beta distribution and identifying the optimal setting
(α value of 0.715) (Extended Data Fig. 6a-d and Methods), we successfully predicted the
frequencies for bi-, mono-, and no-indel that highly matched to the AIMS data (Fig. 3b, c
and Extended Data Table 1). The simulation indicated that the highest frequency of mono-
allelic indel induction is 30.8% when AIMS[P] is 0.392 (Fig. 3d and Extended Data Table
2). In our experiments, [C] extension between 15 and 30 nucleotides is generally optimal
for mono-allelic indel induction (Fig. 2d and Extended Data. Fig. 4). Using this model, we
confirmed that both Bac[P] and AIMS[P] yields comparable predictions (Fig.3e) and
further observed that Bac[P]-based predictions could be applied even when targeting the
endogenous Alb gene (Fig. 3f). These results collectively suggest that heterogeneity in
editing efficiency is another obstacle for efficient mono-allelic editing and that continuous
fine-tuning of Cas9 activity is important to find the optimal range of Cas9 activity.

Next, we examined whether the frequency of compound heterozygous
mutation could be predicted using a Cdh1-P2A1-AIMS (Fig. 3g). Compound heterozygous
clones were obtained only with the [25C]sgRNA combination, and the frequency of 0.50
(18 / 363) was almost identical to the predicted frequency of 0.36 (Fig. 3g), supporting high
accuracy of the prediction.

Generation of a heterozygous SNP disease model

Scarless mono-allelic single nucleotide editing is the most challenging
recombination because it involves a high probability of off-target cleavage against a 1 bp
mismatched (1mm) HDR allele⁹. We adopted [C] extension method to this issue. To
achieve this goal, we chose Fibrodysplasia Ossificans Progressiva (FOP) for which a
mono-allelic 617G > A (R206H) mutation in human ACVR1 gene is a causal mutation\textsuperscript{26} and attempted to generate the identical mutation of mouse Acvr1 gene in wild-type (WT/WT) mESCs (Fig. 4a). A sgRNA was designed for the region crossing the G>A editing site (Fig. 4a), and indel probability reduction by [C] extension was confirmed by T7E1 and Bac[P] analysis (Fig. 4b, c). After transfection with all-in-one CRISPR plasmids and ssODN as an HDR repair template, sequence analysis was performed for individual clones and the frequencies of overall HDR and precise mono-allelic HDR (WT/R206H) were determined. The overall HDR consists of WT/R206H genotype and all other genotypes harboring indels. [0C]sgRNA induced overall HDR only in 4.1\% of clones, however, the frequency of overall HDR for [5C]sgRNA went up to 20.5\% and the frequency gradually decreased in parallel with the reduction in indel probability (Fig. 4d). In contrast, the frequency of precise WT/R206H HDR gradually increased with [C] extension, and all clones for [25C] and [30C]sgRNAs exhibited the correct WT/R206H genotype, while [0C]-[10C]sgRNAs could not induce the precise editing (Fig. 4d). Based on overall HDR frequency, we computationally estimated HDR rates after DNA cleavage of single allele by taking into account heterogeneity of single-cell editing efficiency (Fig. 4e). This analysis clearly showed that low HDR rate (2.07\%) increases upon [C] extension and that each [C]sgRNA exhibits similarly high HDR rate (mean 10.99\%) except for [25C]. This suggests that [C] extension has generally recovered HDR rate presumably suppressed by conventional CRISPR-Cas9 system.

**Suppression of off-target activity by CRISPR-Cas9 downsizing**
In spite of general increase in HDR rates, the precise WT/R206H clones were obtained only for long [C] extension ([20C]-[30C]) but not for short [C] extension with high overall HDR frequency. We assumed that suppressing Cas9 activity makes 1-nucleotide mismatch (1mm) targets less responsive to off-target cleavage, thereby protecting HDR allele from second indel induction. As shown in Fig. 4c, the ratio of off-target editing on R206H HDR allele (1mm) to on-target editing on perfect matched (pf) WT allele decreased along with [C] extension. Since differences in editing efficiency for on-targets and off-targets reflects differences in their dissociation constants, in theory, the ratio of off-target editing to on-target editing and on-target specificity decrease and increase along with suppression of editing frequency, respectively (Extended Data Figure 7a, b and Methods). Thus, protection of HDR allele from second editing becomes remarkable upon long [C] extension. Consistently, the strong off-target inhibitory effect by [C] extension was also confirmed for other sgRNAs in HEK293T cells (Extended Data Fig. 7c, d). We further performed detailed computational modeling of various HDR outcomes based on estimated HDR rates shown in Fig. 4e (Fig. 4f-g, Extended Data Fig. 8a-f, and Methods). The predicted frequencies of overall HDR, WT/R206H HDR, and various HDR patterns were highly consistent with the experimental results (Fig. 4f-h). The optimal indel probability for the precise WT/R206H HDR was predicted to be 0.313, which was slightly lower than the optimal indel probability of 0.392 for mono-allelic indel induction, suggesting the use of [20C]sgRNA and [25C]sgRNA (Extended Data Fig. 8c).

Finally, we confirmed acquisition of the FOP phenotype in the WT/R206H clone by generating chimeric mice. Ectopic ossification at their contributing sites was confirmed (Fig. 4i), as reported in the previous work27.
Safe and systematic precise gene correction in FOP hiPSCs

We next demonstrated the R206H allele-specific gene correction by downsizing sgRNA-Cas9 activity in a FOP patient-derived human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs, WT/R206H) \(^2\) (Fig. 5a). The sgRNA was designed for the R206H (pf) allele and transfected with ssODN containing a silent mutation as a hallmark, which is necessary to distinguish an HDR-corrected (Corrected) allele from original WT allele. Otherwise, WT/- clones, in which PCR amplicons from R206H allele cannot be obtained due to large deletions or more complex genomic rearrangement \(^7\), are misidentified as WT/Corrected ones. Efficient indel induction by [0C]sgRNA and its decrease by [5C]-[20C]sgRNAs were confirmed by a T7E1 assay (Fig. 5b). Bac[P] analysis showed that indel probabilities on the WT (1mm) allele decreased with [5C]sgRNA more potently than those on the R206H (pf) allele (Fig. 5c). As described above, the relative suppression of off-target effects is explained by the inherent effects of suppressing on-target activities (Extended Data Fig. 7). Corrected allele (2mm) is further less sensitive to second editing.

It is known that Cas9-mediated DSBs induce potent p53-dependent cytotoxicity in hiPSCs \(^5,6\). Indeed, severe cytotoxicity was induced by [0C]sgRNA (Fig. 5d) and p53 was highly activated in 86% of the surviving cells (Fig. 5e). In contrast, such cytotoxicity and p53 activation were dramatically relieved by the use of [5C]-[20C]sgRNAs (Fig. 5d, e). Inhibition of cytotoxicity by [C] extension was also confirmed by independent experiments targeting other genes in hiPSCs (Extended Data Fig. 9a-d), although HEK293T cells were tolerable to conventional system (Extended Data Fig. 9e-h). We next determined the frequencies of overall HDR and precise WT/Corrected HDR.
Overall HDR frequency with [5C]sgRNA was comparable to that of [0C]sgRNA albeit with a lower indel probability, and overall HDR frequency decreased with longer [C] extension (Fig. 5f). The precise WT/Corrected clones could be obtained by [5C]sgRNA and [10C]sgRNA, but not by [0C]sgRNA (Fig. 5f). As the result of gene correction, activin A-mediated activation of bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)-responsive Smad1/5/8 was cancelled in the WT/Corrected clone (Fig. 5g), as reported in the previous work.29

We performed similar computational modeling of editing outcomes (Extended Data Fig. 8a, 10a-e). The HDR rates of a single allele for [0C]sgRNA and [5C]-[15C]sgRNAs were estimated to be 13.21% and 26.93%, respectively (Fig. 5h). The predicted overall and WT/R206H HDR frequencies highly correlated with the experimental results (Fig. 5i and Extended Data Fig. 10c). The computational model estimated the frequency of all 12 possible HDR patterns, which suggested that two populations of ‘WT_Corrected_indel/R206H_indel’ (fraction 12) and ‘WT_indel/R206H_Corrected_indel’ (fraction 6) were dominant when indel probability was high (Extended Data Fig. 10e, upper panels), suggesting that lowering indel probability is necessary to prevent second editing and allow single-step precise editing. The optimal indel probability for the precise HDR was simulated to be 0.424, suggesting the use of [5C]sgRNA (Extended Data Fig. 10b, e).

Similar to the mESC data, HDR rate of [0C]sgRNA was estimated to be lower than that of [5-15C]sgRNAs (Fig. 5h). Additional HDR experiment for 3 bp replacement in HEK293T cells also showed HDR enhancement with [5C]sgRNA even though indel probability was similar between [0C] and [5C]sgRNAs (Extended Data Fig. 10f-h). Here we conclude that the precise heterozygous HDR clones can be systematically obtained by
downsizing sgRNA-Cas9 activity through multiple mechanisms, including enhancing mono-allelic editing, suppressing p53-dependent cytotoxicity, increasing HDR rates, and suppressing second cleavage of HDR-allele through off-target suppression (Fig. 5j).

Discussion

Various approaches, such as anti-Cas9 protein and small molecule inhibitor, have been demonstrated to downsize Cas9 activity\textsuperscript{14,30-36}. However, their significance in precise genome editing and safety has not been well tested. Here we have established that simple modifications of sgRNAs sufficiently enable fine-tuning of sgRNA-Cas9 activity, which avoid the use of other molecules with unknown adverse effects.

Mono-allelic genome editing using the reduced activity of sgRNA-Cas9 is important not only for generating heterozygous mutants and precise gene correction, but also for protecting the genome from unwanted off-target mutations and cytotoxicity (Fig. 5j). Notably, we clarified an inhibitory effect of [C] extension on the off-target activity on 1mm targets and an enhancement of on-target specificity, although these 1 mm off-targets had the same maximum indel probability as on-targets in the conventional system.

Conventional methods inevitably involve multistep editing to generate precise heterozygous clones because HDR-allele have to be protected from second off-target editing by introduction of silent mutations and the silent mutations should be re-corrected especially for non-coding regions\textsuperscript{9}. On the other hand, [C] extension methods enable single step heterozygous editing by protecting HDR-allele through direct suppression of off-target effects. This would be beneficial for convenient modeling of heterozygous states of disease mutations and risk variants and investigation of their downstream effects such as allele-
specific epigenome and gene regulation. In our system, precise homozygous mutations can be obtained by repeated mono-allelic editing. Our finding is consistent with the context of previous studies suggesting that the increased on-target specificity of engineered Cas9s, truncated gRNAs, and gRNAs with a couple of guanine addition to the 5’ end, is at least partially due to decrease in the activity of sgRNA-Cas9 complex\textsuperscript{24,37,38}.

Another important hallmark of [C] extension is suppression of excess DNA damage and cytotoxicity, leading to enhancement of HDR. The previous work reported that p53 activation induces cytotoxicity and inhibits HDR frequency by 19-fold in hiPSCs\textsuperscript{6}. We conspicuously demonstrated that even short [C] extension such as [5C]sgRNA had strong potential to reduce p53 activation, enhance cell viability, and HDR rates, while maintaining maximum on-target activity. Thus, to avoid any long-term deleterious effects of excessive DNA damage on cell phenotypes, it may be reasonable to consider the use of sgRNAs with short [C] extension, such as [5C]sgRNA, as the next-generation CRISPR-Cas9 platform for diverse applications in mammalian cells. Furthermore, tunable downsizing of Cas9 activity, presented in this study, offers a systematic and safeguard platform for switchable use of bi-allelic and mono-allelic genome editing.
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Methods

Cell culture

mESCs were cultured in t2iL medium containing DMEM (Nacalai Tesque) with 2 mM Glutamax (Nacalai Tesque), 1 × non-essential amino acids (NEAA) (Nacalai Tesque), 1 mM Sodium Pyruvate (Nacalai Tesque), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin (P/S) (Nacalai Tesque), 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (SIGMA) and 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (GIBCO), supplemented with 0.2 μM PD0325901 (SIGMA), 3 μM CHIR99021 (Cayman) and 1,000 U/ml recombinant mouse LIF (Millipore)\(^{39}\). Higher concentration of PD0325901 at 1 μM was also used for 2iL medium. mESC colonies were dissociated with trypsin (Nacalai Tesque) and plated on gelatin-coated dishes. Y-27632 (10 μM, SIGMA) was added when cells were passed. hiPSCs were cultured in mTeSR Plus medium (VERITAS). hiPSC colonies were dissociated with Accutase (Nacalai Tesque) and plated on matrigel-coated dishes (matrigel, CORNING, 3/250 dilution with DMEM). Y-27632 and 1% FBS were added when cells were passed. WT hiPSCs (409B2, HPS0076) were provided by the RIKEN BRC\(^{40}\). FOP hiPSCs (HPS0376) were provided by the RIKEN BRC through the National BioResource Project of the MEXT/AMED, Japan\(^{28}\). The study using hiPSCs was approved by the Kyushu University Institutional Review Board for Human Genome/Gene Research. HEK293T cells and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were cultured in 10% FBS medium containing DMEM, 2 mM l-glutamine (Nacalai Tesque), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin (P/S) (Nacalai Tesque) and 10% FBS. Cells were maintained at 37 °C with 5% CO\(_2\).
Animals

C57BL/6 mice (Clea Japan, Tokyo, Japan), ICR mice (Clea Japan, Tokyo, Japan) and 
R26R<sup>YFP/YFP</sup> mice<sup>41</sup> (a gift from Frank Costantini, Columbia University, New York, NY) 
were used in the present study. The experiments were approved by the Kyushu University 
Animal Experiment Committee, and the care and use of the animals were performed in 
accordance with institutional guidelines.

Oligo nucleotides

All primers, spacer linkers, and ssODNs used in the present study are listed in the Extended 
Data Table 3.

Establishing mESCs

Mouse ES cell lines of B6-5-2 and B6-D2-4 line were established from E3.5 blastocysts of 
C57BL/6 strain using 2iL or t2iL medium, respectively, and a mESC line of R26R<sup>YFP/YFP</sup>/+
mouse strain was established using t2iL medium. Blastocysts were placed on feeders 
(mitomycin C-treated MEFs) after removing zona pellucida. Outgrowths of the inner cell 
mass (passage number 0, p0) were dissociated with trypsin and plated on gelatin-coated 
plate (p1). After domed colonies were grown, they were dissociated and passed (p2). The 
mESC lines were generated by repeating this procedure.

Generation of AIMS

Knock-in (KI) template plasmids for Cdh1-AIMS were generated by attaching 5’ and 3’ 
arms to plasmids containing P2A<sub>1</sub>:Venus or P2A<sub>1</sub>:tdTomato cassettes. The P2A<sub>1</sub> is
identical to a P2A sequence which is generally used\textsuperscript{18}. The 5’ arm was designed so that the coding end is fused to the P2A sequence in-frame to allow the production of both E-cadherin (CDH1) and the fluorescence protein independently. The KI plasmids for Tbx3-AIMS were constructed using the same strategy. The alternative P2A sequence P2A\textsubscript{2} was constructed by introducing silent mutations to each codon of the original P2A sequence. Conventional CRISPR-Cas9 system was used to efficiently knock-in the dual color plasmids in a pair of alleles. A spacer linker was designed to induce DSB downstream of the stop codon, and was inserted into Bpi\textit{i} sites of a pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 plasmid (Addgene, Plasmid #62988). All sgRNAs used in the present study were designed using CRISPR DESIGN (http://crispr.mit.edu/) or CRISPOR (http://crispor.tefor.net).

Both the constructed all-in-one CRISPR plasmids and dual colored KI plasmids were co-transfected into the mESCs using lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Dissociated mESCs were plated on gelatin-coated 24-well plates with 500 μl of (t)2iL+Y-27632 medium ((t)2iL+Y). Nucleic acid-Lipofectamine 3000 complexes were prepared according to the standard Lipofectamine 3000 protocol. One μl of Lipofectamine 3000 reagent was added to 25 μl Opti-MEM medium, while 250 ng of each plasmid (all-in-one, Cdh1-P2A-tdTomato, and Cdh1-P2A-Venus plasmid) plus 1 μl of P3000 reagent were mixed with 25 μl of Opti-MEM medium in a different tube. These mixtures were combined and incubated for 5 min at room temperature, and then added to the 24-well plate just after cells were seeded. Twenty-four hours after transfection, puromycin (1.5 or 2 μg/ml) was added for 2 days, and then washed out. The transiently treated-puromycin resistant cells were cultured for several days, and dual color-positive colonies were picked and passed. The genotypes for candidate dual KI clones were confirmed by PCR.
Transfection experiments for mouse and human cells were performed according to this procedure, and a couple of passage steps are added when AIMS assay was performed to avoid mosaicism (Fig. 1d). Fluorescent microscopes (BZ-X800, KEYENCE and IX73, OLYMPUS) were used to analyze the AIMS data.

To extract genomic DNA for the clonal sequence analysis, single mESC and hiPSC colonies were suspended in 5-10 μl of 50 mM NaOH (Nacalai Tesque) and incubated at 99 °C for 10 minutes.

**Plasmid construction**

To generate all-in-one CRISPR plasmids for [5C](3A), [10C](8A), [15C](13A), [20C](18C), [25C](23A) and [30C](28A)sgRNA expression, spacer linkers were inserted into the *BpiI* sites of a PX459 plasmid (Extended Data Fig. 3). In the plasmids, 3rd, 8th, 13th, 18th, 23rd or 28th cytosine was replaced with adenine since overhang sequence of CACC is required for linker ligation. The standard spacer linkers were inserted into the *BpiI* sites of the [5C](3A), [10C](8A), [15C](13A), [20C](18A), [25C](23A) or [30C](28A) PX459 plasmid, leading to generation of [5C]-[30C]sgRNA expressing all-in-one plasmids.

For a plasmid dilution assay, sgRNA expressing plasmid was constructed by removing a Cas9-T2A-Puro cassette from a PX459 plasmid using *KpnI* and *NotI* sites. The different amount of sgRNA expressing plasmid (0-250 ng) was co-transfected with unmodified PX459 plasmid (250 ng).

**In vitro DNA cleavage assay**
For preparation of template DNA to be cleaved, 951 bp fragment was amplified by PCR using a Tbx3-P2A1-Venus KI plasmid. The [0C], [10C] and [25C]sgRNAs were synthesized by in vitro transcription (IVT) using a T7 RibomAX Express Large Scale RNA Production System (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The template DNA fragments required for IVT were amplified by PCR using forward and reverse primers. The T7 promoter sequence and cytosine tails were added to 5’ end of the forward primer. Cas9 protein (IDT) was suspended with a Diluent B (NEB) to make 1 μM solution. The 10 × Cas9 reaction buffer contains 1 M HEPES, 3 M NaCl, 1 M MgCl₂, and 250 mM EDTA (pH6.5). For cleavage, 1 μl of Cas9 (1 μM), 1μl of [C]sgRNAs (3 μM), 1 μl of 10 × Cas9 reaction buffer, and 3 μl of template DNA (100 ng/μl) were mixed with 9 μl of distilled water (Total 15 μl reaction volume) and reacted at 37 °C for 1 hour.

Scarless mono-allelic KI of tdTomato or P2A1-Neo cassette

A Tbx3-P2A1-tdTomato KI plasmid was co-transfected with Tbx3-sgRNA1-expressing PX459 to the mESCs. After transient puromycin selection, colonies were passed after dissociation and the subsequent colonies were analyzed. The colonies with mosaic tdTomato expression were excluded for the data analysis. After counting the colony number, tdTomato positive colonies were picked and genomic DNA was extracted for sequencing.

Neomycin (Neo) KI plasmid was constructed by replacing tdTomato cassette of the Tbx3-P2A1-tdTomato KI plasmid with a P2A1-Neo cassette. The KI plasmid was co-transfected with P2A1 sgRNA1-expressing PX459 to a Tbx3-P2A1-AIMS clone. When puromycin was removed, geneticin (400 μg/ml, GIBCO) were added to select KI clones.
As analyzed all 8 clones were confirmed to have successful KI genotypes, geneticin-resistant colonies were counted as KI.

**T7E1 assays**

PCR reactions to amplify specific on-target or off-target sites were performed using KOD-Plus-ver.2 DNA polymerase (TOYOBO) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Resulting PCR amplicons were denatured and re-annealed in 1× NEB buffer 2 (NEB) in a total volume of 9 µl using a following conditions: 95 °C for 5 min; 95 °C to 25 °C ramping at -0.1 °C/s, and hold at 4 °C. After re-annealing, 1 µl of T7 Endonuclease I (NEB, 10 units/µl) was added and incubated at 37 °C for 15 min.

**Bac[P] assays**

Purified PCR products which amplified specific on-target or off-target sites were inserted into a T-easy vector (Promega) and transformed into DH5-α bacterial cells. To enable rapid and efficient indel detection, plasmids were directly isolated from each white colony (blue white screening was done), and inserted DNA fragment was amplified by PCR. The PCR amplicons were mixed with the PCR products which were amplified from wild-type DNA template such as KI plasmids or unedited genomic DNA, and T7E1 assay was performed. Sanger sequencing was also performed for the PCR amplicons, which were not digested by T7E1, to determine the total number of colony harboring an indel. The Bac[P] value was calculated by the following formula: Bac[P] = Indel / Total.

Bac[P] values for both WT and R206H alleles were determined with the experiments inducing indels using various [C]sgRNAs in the mESC clone of the FOP
model. The targeting sites of both WT and R206H alleles were amplified by PCR and were cloned into T-easy vector. Sanger sequencing was performed for each PCR product derived from single bacterial clones as described above. Similarly, Bac[P] values for both R206H (pf) and WT (1 mm) alleles were determined by inducing indels in the FOP hiPSCs, while a corrected cell line (WT/Corrected) was used to determine Bac[P] value of the corrected allele (2 mm). Since some PCR products do not contain a G/A hallmark due to intermediate-sized deletions from 12 to about 50 nucleotides, it is not possible to determine which allele was edited for these PCR products. We observed that the fraction of such products with intermediate-sized deletions was relatively constant (approximately 20% in the experiments in Fig. 4 and 10~20% in the experiments in Fig. 5) and did not decrease along [C] extension, suggesting that the intermediate-sized deletions are byproducts of short indel induction processes. We therefore assigned to the products with intermediate-sized deletions to two alleles using the ratio of PCR products whose origins were convincingly confirmed. For the analysis in Fig. 5, averages of Bac[P] for WT (1 mm) allele based on comparisons of (1) R206H (pf) and WT (1 mm) alleles and (2) WT (1 mm) and corrected (2 mm) alleles were used for the subsequent computational analysis.

**Cellular viability assays**

Based on the transfection protocol described above (‘Generation of AIMS’), 2 × 10⁵ WT hiPSCs or 4 × 10⁴ HEK293T cells were seeded on the 48-well plate and transfected with 100 ng of the all-in-one CRISPR plasmids (2/5 scale of 24-well plate version). The hiPSCs cells were dissociated and counted using trypan blue 3 or 4 days after the transient
puromycin treatment at 1.5 μg/ml, while HEK293T cells were counted 4 days after the
transient puromycin treatment at 3 μg/ml.

**Generation and correction of a FOP model via HDR with ssODNs**

The transfection protocol for 24-well plate experiment is described above (‘Generation of
AIMS’). For HDR induction in mESCs and HEK293T cells, 1 μl of 10 μM ssODN
(eurofins) was added to the plasmid-lipofectamine complex, whereas 1 μl of 3 μM ssODN
was added when hiPSCs were transfected since 10 μM concentration induced severe
toxicity. After transient puromycin selection, colonies were dissociated and plated at low
density to avoid mosaicism. Single colonies were picked and genomic DNA was extracted.
Sequence analysis was performed to identify G to A replacement with or without indel. For
the correction of the FOP hiPSCs, clones receiving HDR were screened by digesting PCR
product using *BstUI* restriction enzyme (NEB), and then the *BstUI*-positive PCR products
were sequenced.

**Immunocytochemical analysis**

For p53 staining, transfection for HDR induction was performed in 1/5 scale of a 24-well
plate experiment, according to the protocol described above. In this assay, 6 × 10³ hiPSCs
were seeded on a matrigel-coated 96-well plate in triplicate. Puromycin selection was
performed to examine p53 activity only in the transfected cells. The survived cells were
fixed with 4% PFA two days after puromycin removal. For pSmad1/5/8 staining, 5 × 10³
cells were plated on a matrigel-coated 96-well plate without Y-27632 and 1% FBS. After
2.5 h culture, Activin-A (100 ng/ml) (R&D Systems) was treated for 30 min, and the cells
were fixed with 4% PFA. Antibody reaction was performed following standard protocols. Rabbit polyclonal p53 (FL-393, Santa Cruz, 1:200) and rabbit monoclonal pSmad1/5/8 (D5B10, Cell Signaling Technology, 1:1000) antibodies were reacted overnight at 4 °C. A donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 secondary antibody (Thermo Scientific, 1:1000) was reacted RT for 30 min. Data analysis was performed by a cell count application of a fluorescent microscope to select cells with p53 and pSmad1/5/8 activation by setting fluorescence intensity thresholds (BZ-X800, KEYENCE).

Chimera generation

A mESC clone of a FOP model (C57BL/6 strain) was dissociated with trypsin and 5-8 cells were injected into the 8-cell embryos (E2.5) harvested from ICR pregnant mice. Injected blastocysts were transferred into the uteri of pseudo-pregnant ICR mice. Chimeric contribution was confirmed by coat-color and YFP fluorescence. YFP was observed using a fluorescence stereo microscope (M165FC, Leica).

Computational modeling and analysis of single-cell level genome editing, [C] extension, and HDR efficiency.

Comparison of AIMS[P] and Bac[P]

In our study, the probability of single allele editing (P) is determined by two ways: (1) AIMS and (2) Bac[P] assay based on T7E1 assay and complementation by sequence validation. AIMS-based P (AIMS[P]) was determined as:

$$AIMS[P] = \frac{(2F(Bi) + F(Mono))}{2}$$  (1)
where F(Bi) and F(Mono) are the experimental frequency of cells with bi-allelic and mono-allelic genome editing.

In the initial phase of the study, we compared matched AIMS[P] and Bac[P] for nine sgRNAs (Cdh1-P2A1-sgRNA1 with different lengths of [C] extension) and observed that AIMS[P] correlated well with Bac[P] (Extended Data Fig. 6a). In the subsequent analyses, we used AIMS[P] for modeling of indel insertion frequency in Figures 2 and 3 and Bac[P] for modeling of HDR frequency in Figures 4 and 5.

**Modeling of genome editing frequency at the single-cell level**

We performed extensive analysis by combining AIMS and generation of sgRNAs with various [C] extension. When the editing efficiency is homogenous across the cell population, the frequency of cells with bi-allelic, mono-allelic or no genome editing, F(Bi), F(Mono), or F(No) can be estimated as:

\[
F(Bi) = AIMS[P]^2
\]  
\[
F(Mono) = 2AIMS[P](1 - AIMS[P])
\]  
\[
F(No) = (1 - AIMS[P])^2
\]

We first used these equations and observed that actual F(Mono) is lower than estimated F(Mono) especially around the intermediate AIMS[P] levels (AIMS[P] ~ 0.5). Thus, heterogeneity in genome editing frequency at the single-cell level was considered and modeled using beta distribution. Probability density functions of P and mean P (E(P)) are given by:

\[
f(P; \alpha, \beta) = \frac{P^{\alpha-1}(1 - P)^{\beta-1}}{B(\alpha, \beta)}
\]
\[ E(P) = \frac{\alpha}{\alpha + \beta} \]  

Mean \( P \) corresponds to AIMS[P] (or Bac[P]). Using beta distribution, \( F(Bi) \), \( F(Mono) \), \( F(No) \) can be described as:

\[ F(Bi) = \int_0^1 P^2 f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \]  

\[ F(Mono) = \int_0^1 2P(1-P)f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \]  

\[ F(No) = \int_0^1 (1-P)^2 f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \]

Using these equations, we first determined \( \alpha \) value for each experiment that minimized squared residuals between experimental \( F(Bi) \), \( F(Mono) \), and \( F(No) \) and simulated \( F(Bi) \), \( F(Mono) \), and \( F(No) \) (Extended Data Fig. 6b). As shown in Extended Data Fig. 6b, we observed that optimized \( \alpha \) values were relatively constant in a wide range of AIMS[P] (0.1 < AIMS[P] < 0.9). Thus, we next used the sum of squared residuals (SSR) as the error function: \( SSR = \sum(\text{Experimental data} - \text{Simulated data})^2 \), and determined a constant \( \alpha \) value that minimized SSR (Extended Data Fig. 6c, left, \( \alpha = 0.715 \)). Probability density functions with different mean \( P \) are shown in a middle panel of Extended Data Fig. 6c. We confirmed that introduction of beta distribution greatly reduced SSR compared to the setting of homogenous editing frequency (Extended Data Fig. 6c, right) and well explained the experimental \( F(Bi) \), \( F(Mono) \), and \( F(No) \) along diverse AIMS[P] (Extended Data Fig. 6d). In addition, we tested normal distribution to approximate the heterogeneity in genome editing frequency at the single-cell level, but observed that beta distribution was superior to normal distribution.
Effects of [C] extension on CRISPR-Cas9 system

The efficiency of the single-allele editing $P$ ($P(pf)$; pf: perfect match) can be described as:

$$P(pf) = \frac{S}{K + S}$$

(10)

, where the concentration of effective sgRNA-Cas9 complexes and the dissociation constant between the sgRNA and its target site are defined as $S$ and $K$, respectively. Based on high editing efficiency without [C] extension ($P \sim 1$), we assumed that the recovery rate from single-site damage is very low and did not consider in subsequent analysis. To mechanismically understand the effects of [C] extension and 1 mismatch, we further assumed that [C] extension and 1mismatch decreases $S$ and increases $K$, respectively. By setting $S$ to 1 for each of different sgRNA sequences without [C] extension, we first approximated $K$ values for each of different sgRNA sequences (8 sgRNA sequences). When $P$ (AIMS[P] or Bac[P]) was 1, $P$ was set to 0.99. Next, relative $S$ concentrations were determined using $K$ and AIMS[P] for sgRNAs with [C] extension. While the relationships between [C] extension and AIMS[P] varied among different sgRNA sequences (Extended Data Fig. 4a), we found clear and similar inverse relationships between [C] extension and relative $S$ values for different sgRNA sequences (Extended Data Fig. 4b). A linear regression gave a good fit to logarithm of relative $S$ against the length of [C] extension for all sgRNA sequences (Extended Data Fig. 4b). Furthermore, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) indicated that slopes of linear regression did not significantly differ among various sgRNA sequences (Extended Data Fig. 4c). This suggests that [C] extension exerts uniform suppression effects on diverse sgRNA sequences.

Effect of cytosine extension on specificity of CRISPR-Cas9 system
As described above, 1mm (or 2mm) is considered to increase K in the equation (10). The efficiency of the single-gene editing P on 1mm (or 2mm) target can be described as:

\[ P(1\text{mm or } 2\text{mm}) = \frac{S}{mK + S} \]  

(11)

, where m is the ratio of K for 1mm target to K for perfect match target.

Thus, the single-gene editing P on 1mm (or 2mm) can be expressed as the function of P(pf) as:

\[ P(1\text{mm or } 2\text{mm}) = \frac{P(pf)}{(1 - m)P(pf) + m} \]  

(12)

For the results in Figures 4 and 5, we determined m that fits to matched P(pf) and P(1mm or 2mm) by using SSR as the error function (Extended Data Fig. 7a).

The ratios between P(pf) vs. P(1mm or 2mm) are also described as the function of P(pf) as:

\[ \frac{P(1\text{mm or } 2\text{mm})}{P(pf)} = \frac{1}{(1 - m)P(pf) + m} \]  

(13)

\[ \frac{P(pf)}{P(1\text{mm or } 2\text{mm})} = (1 - m)P(pf) + m \]  

(14)

As shown in Extended Data Fig. 7b, decreasing P(pf) contributes to reduction of relative off-target ratio and increases in specificity. Thus, downsizing CRISPR-Cas9 activities by [C] extension is also beneficial for reduction of relative off-target activities and enhancement in specificity.

Modeling of HDR frequency from homozygous states (Figure 4)

Using beta distribution, frequencies of the various HDR clones in Figure 4 are determined as follows (Extended Data Fig. 8a, b):
where efficiency of HDR on Cas9-cleaved single allele and the probability of the single-gene editing on edited target, i.e. 1mm target, are defined as h and P', respectively (Extended Data Fig. 8b). P' is described in the same manner to equation (12):

\[
P' = \frac{P}{(1 - m)P + m}
\]

, where m is 1.723. [C] extension decreases P according to the length of [C] extension (Extended Data Fig. 8c).

For simplicity, h was considered to be constant across cell population for each experiment. Based on the experimental results of overall HDR frequencies and the equation (eq. #20), h was estimated for each [C] extended sgRNA (Fig. 4e). While h without [C] extension was very low (2.07%), h with [C] extension was generally high around 11%.

This suggests that conventional system without [C] extension reduces HDR and [C] extension releases the suppression to the upper limit of HDR. Based on these findings, we used mean of estimated h (10.99%) as the h for [C] extended sgRNAs and estimated the
frequency of distinct HDR patterns, overall HDR and precise HDR (Fig. 4f, g). For sgRNA without [C] extension, estimated h (2.07%) was used. The simulated data well fitted to the experimental results (Fig. 4f, g). To predict HDR outcomes continuously, we designed hypothetical function of h along P (h = 2.07% (P > 0.9); h = 10.99% (P < 0.9)) (Extended Data Fig. 8d) and estimated the frequency of distinct HDR patterns, overall HDR and precise HDR (Extended Data Fig. 8e, f). In the simulation, maximum of precise HDR is obtained when P = 0.313 (Extended Data Fig. 8c, f).

Modeling of HDR-based gene correction (Figure 5)

Using beta distribution, frequencies of the various HDR clones in Figure 5 are determined as follows (Extended Data Fig. 8a and 10a, b):

\[
F(WT / R206H_Corrected) = \int_0^1 hP(1 - P')(1 - P'')f(P; \alpha, \beta)dP
\] (22)

\[
F(WT_indel/R206H_Corrected) = \int_0^1 h(1 - h)PP'(1 - P'')f(P; \alpha, \beta)dP
\] (23)

\[
F(WT_Corrected/R206H_Corrected) = \int_0^1 h^2PP'(1 - P'')^2f(P; \alpha, \beta)dP
\] (24)

\[
F(WT_Corrected_indel/R206H_Corrected) = \int_0^1 h^2PP'P''(1 - P'')f(P; \alpha, \beta)dP
\] (25)

\[
F(WT / R206H_Corrected_indel) = \int_0^1 hP(1 - P')P''f(P; \alpha, \beta)dP
\] (26)

\[
F(WT_indel/R206H_Corrected_indel) = \int_0^1 h(1 - h)PP'P''f(P; \alpha, \beta)dP
\] (27)

\[
F(WT_Corrected / R206H_Corrected_indel) = \int_0^1 h^2PP'P''(1 - P'')f(P; \alpha, \beta)dP
\] (28)
\[ F(WT_{Corrected\_indel}/R206H_{Corrected\_indel}) = \int_0^1 h^2 P' P''^2 f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \] (29)

\[ F(WT_{Corrected}/R206H) = \int_0^1 h(1 - P) P' (1 - P'') f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \] (30)

\[ F(WT_{Corrected\_indel}/R206H) = \int_0^1 h(1 - P) P' P'' f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \] (31)

\[ F(WT_{Corrected\_indel}/R206H_{indel}) = \int_0^1 h(1 - h) P' P'' f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \] (32)

\[ F(overall\ HDR) = \int_0^1 (-h^2 P' + h P + hP') f(P; \alpha, \beta) dP \] (34)

\[ P' = \frac{P}{(1 - m_1)P + m_1} \] (35)

\[ P'' = \frac{P}{(1 - m_2)P + m_2} \] (36)

where efficiency of HDR on Cas9-cleaved single allele and the probability of the single-gene editing on WT or HDR-corrected target, i.e. 1mm or 2mm target, are defined as h and \( P' \) or \( P'' \), respectively (Extended Data Fig. 10a). \( P' \) and \( P'' \) is described in the same manner to equation (12):

For simplicity, h was considered to be constant across cell population for each experiment. In addition, HDR rate on R206H and WT allele was considered to be same. Based on the experimental results of overall HDR frequencies and the equation (eq. #34), h was estimated for each [C] extended sgRNA (Fig. 5h). Consistent with the results
in Fig. 4, h with [C] extension was higher than h without [C] extension. Together with the results in Fig. 4, this suggests that conventional system without [C] extension reduces HDR probably due to extensive DNA damage and p53 response (as examined in Fig. 5d, e) and [C] extension releases the suppression to the upper limit of HDR. We also observed that h in Fig. 5 was generally higher than h in Fig. 4. This may be because cell lines used in Fig. 5 have only one perfect match target, thus eliciting weaker suppressive effects on HDR rate, while cell lines used in Fig. 4 have two perfect match targets. Based on these findings, we used mean of estimated h (26.93%) as the h for [C] extended sgRNAs and estimated the frequency of overall HDR and precise HDR (Fig. 5i and Extended Data Fig. 10c). For sgRNA without [C] extension, estimated h (13.21%) was used. The simulated data well fitted to the experimental results (Fig. 5i and Extended Data Fig. 10c). To predict HDR outcomes continuously, we designed hypothetical function of h along P (h = 13.21% (P > 0.9); h = 26.93% (P < 0.9)) (Extended Data Fig. 10d) and estimated the frequency of distinct HDR patterns, overall HDR and precise HDR (Extended Data Fig. 10e). In the simulation, maximum of precise HDR is obtained when P = 0.424 (Extended Data. Fig. 10b, e).

Statistics
Sample sizes were determined based on our previous experience of performing similar sets of experiments. Statistical tests were performed using JMP (14.2.0) and R (3.2.1). We verified the equality of variance assumption by using the F-test or Levene test. As a pre-test of normality, we used the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Differences between two groups were analyzed using two-tailed Student’s t-test (Fig. 2e) or Welch’s t-test (Fig. 2h, right).
Comparisons among more than two groups were analyzed using one-way or two-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey–Kramer test (Fig. 2g, 4d, and Extended Data Fig. 5b, e, f) or Welch's test with post hoc Games–Howell test (Fig. 1g, 2a, 5d, e, and Extended Data Fig. 9b, d, f and h). In all bar graphs, data are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. (Fig. 2g, h, 4d, 5f, and Extended Data Fig. 1d, 5a-c, e, f) or ± s.d. (Fig. 2a, 5d, e, g, and Extended Data Fig. 9b, d, f and h). In the scatter dot plots, center lines show medians; whiskers show 25th and 75th percentiles from median (Fig. 1g). In the box plots, center lines show medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers range from a minimum to a maximum value (Fig. 2e).

Data availability

All data will be made available upon request to the corresponding author.

Code availability

Scripts needed to reconstruct analysis files will be made available on request.
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Indel patterns for the endogenous genes are determined by sequence analysis at the clonal level. Data are shown as mean from \( n = 3 \) independent experiments performed at different times, except for sg1 (\( n = 6 \)). Total number of clones analyzed is shown in each column (also in \( g \)).

Indel patterns are measured by Cdh1-P2A1-AIMS and Cdh1-P2A2-AIMS. sg1-6, Target sequences of sgRNAs in the P2A1 and P2A2 are shown. The original P2A is denoted as P2A1, and the variant generated by silent mutations (red) is denoted as P2A2. c, Representative results of Tbx3-P2A1-sg1 0.9969 0.27% 6/7 0.9996.

**Fig. 1. Visualization of allele-specific genome editing events by AIMS.**

**a,** Schematic of AIMS. A mESC clone harboring dual color reporters is generated by fusing P2A-fluorescence cassettes at the ends of coding regions of target genes. P2A is targeted by sgRNA-Cas9 (yellow arrowhead). TF, Transcription factor; MP, Membrane protein.

**b,** Target sequences of sgRNAs in the P2A1 and P2A2 are shown. The original P2A is denoted as P2A1, and the variant generated by silent mutations (red) is denoted as P2A2. c, Representative results of Cdh1-P2A1-AIMS and Cdh1-P2A2-AIMS. sg1-6, sgRNAs1-6 shown in Fig. 1b. Data are shown as mean from \( n = 3 \) independent experiments performed at different times, except for sg1 (\( n = 6 \)). Total number of clones analyzed is shown in each column (also in \( g \)).

**c,** Schematic description of the procedure for calculating bacteria-based indel probabilities (Bac\[P\]).

**d,** Indel patterns for the endogenous genes are determined by sequence analysis at the clonal level. Data are shown as mean from \( n = 3 \) independent experiments performed at different times, except for sg1 (\( n = 6 \)). Total number of clones analyzed is shown in each column (also in \( g \)).

**e,** Schematic description of the procedure for calculating bacteria-based indel probabilities (Bac\[P\]).

**f,** Bacteria-based indel probability: Bac\[P\] = Indel/Total

**g,** Bacteria-based indel probability: Bac\[P\] = Indel/Total

**h,** Bacteria-based indel probability: Bac\[P\] = Indel/Total

**i,** Bacteria-based indel probability: Bac\[P\] = Indel/Total

**j,** Bacteria-based indel probability: Bac\[P\] = Indel/Total
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**Figure 2** Kawamata et al.

**a** Analysis of indel patterns (left) and colony numbers (right) after transfecting all-in-one plasmids containing sgRNA1 at different concentrations in Tbx3-P2A1-AIMS. pRCP, all-in-one plasmid shown in Fig. 1d. Data are shown as mean and s.d. from n = 4 biological replicates. Total number of clones is shown in each column (also in **c** and **d**). Statistical significance is assessed using Welch’s t-test with post hoc Games–Howell test.

**b** Schematic of nucleotide extension at the 5’ end of spacer for downsizing sgRNA-Cas9 activity. Statistical significance is assessed using two-tailed Student’s t-test. In the box plots with interquartile range, the center lines show medians, and whiskers range from a minimum to a maximum value. Statistical significance is assessed using Welch’s t-test with post hoc Games–Howell test.

**c** Indel balance (%) in vitro cleavage P2A1-sgRNA1. *P = 0.1507*.

**d** Indel pattern analysis using 6 different sgRNAs in Cdh1-P2A1-AIMS and Cdh1-P2A1-AIMS. Data are shown as mean from n = 3 independent experiments performed at different times. e, Percentage of mono-allelic indel frequencies for the tdTomato and Venus alleles. Dots indicate individual data points (n = 73, 6 sgRNAs, Tbx3- and Cdh1-AIMS).

**e** Mosaicism (%) before and after passage for tdTomato and Venus alleles. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 4 biological replicates. Total number of clones is shown in each column (also in **c** and **d**). Statistical significance is assessed using two-tailed Student’s t-test.

**f** An in vitro cleavage assay to compare [C]sgRNA (<30% activity) with [C]sgRNA (second from the left). T7E1 assay to survey indel probability induced by [C]sgRNAs (second from the left). Frequencies of overall HDR (second from the right) and scarless HDR (right) are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 4 and n = 5 independent experiments, respectively, which are performed at different times. Statistical significance for scarless HDR frequency (right) is assessed using Welch’s t-test. Arrowheads indicate DSB sites. Asterisks indicate PCR products digested by T7E1. N, PX459 plasmid without spacer.

**h** Design experiments → Check digestion activity by T7E1 assay → Choose [C]sgRNA (<30% activity) → Clonal sequence of non-HDR allele

-Unnecessary to identify HDR efficiency-

---

Fig. 2. Downsizing of sgRNA-Cas9 activity by addition of 5’-end cytosine stretches.

---
Fig. 3. Computational prediction of single-cell heterogeneity of genome editing and bi-/mono-allelic indel frequency.

a. Homogeneity vs heterogeneity of genome editing frequency at the single cell level. b. Relationships between AIMS[P] and clone frequency for Bi-, Mono-, or No indel (n = 64). The two curves are generated based on the assumption that single-cell editing probability is homogenous or heterogeneous. In a latter case, beta distribution is adopted. c. Correlation between experimental data and beta distribution-based prediction of the frequencies or Bi-, Mono-, or No indel. Linear regression and Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) with P-values are shown. d. Relationships between indel probability (P) and allelic indel pattern, simulated by the beta distribution model. The maximum frequency (30.8%) of mono-allelic indel is obtained when setting P to 0.392. e, Regression and Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) with P-values are shown.

f, Comparison between experimental data and beta distribution-based prediction for indel pattern when targeting an endogenous Alb (Albumin) gene. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 3 independent experiments performed at different times and total number of clones analyzed are shown in each column in the AIMS data.

g, Prediction and generation of compound heterozygous mutation clones using Cdh1-P2A1-AIMS. Bac[P]-Mono[F], frequency of mono-allelic indel (Mono[F]) predicted from Bac[P]. Brackets indicate the number of compound heterozygous mutation clones generated by n = 3 independent experiments performed at different times. Yellow and purple arrowheads and boxes indicate DSB sites and indels, respectively. Pr.1-3, primers for genotyping.
**Fig. 4. Generation of a heterozygous FOP disease model.**

**a,** Schematic of precise HDR for mono-allelic G>A replacement without indels on both HDR and non-HDR alleles in Acvr1 gene in mESCs. Arrowheads indicate DSB sites. Squares indicate a codon. pf, perfect match; 1mm, 1 bp mismatch. **b,** T7E1 assay. Asterisks indicate PCR products digested by T7E1. N, PX459 plasmid without spacer. **c,** Bac[P] values for both WT and R206H alleles. **d,** Clonal analysis of overall HDR and precise HDR (WT/R206H) efficiencies in the WT/WT mESCs. Overall HDR comprises precise HDR and other HDRs with indels in the HDR- and/or non-HDR-alleles. The number of clones analyzed is shown in a dotted square. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from \( n = 3 \) independent experiments performed at different times. Statistical significance for overall HDR is assessed using one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey–Kramer test. **e,** Computational estimation of HDR rates at single allele. **f,** Correlation between experimental and computationally predicted HDR frequencies. Overall (left) and precise WT/R206H HDR (right) are shown. Linear regression and Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) with P-values are shown. **g,** Prediction of diverse HDR events (left) and relative fraction (right). **h,** Detailed distribution of HDR events shown in the Fig. 4d is shown with actual clone number. Representative sequences of indel/R206H and indel/R206H+indel clones are shown. Squares indicate codon. **i,** FOP mouse model is generated by microinjection of a WT/R206H clone. An arrow indicates an area of ectopic ossification with mESC contribution, which is traced by the Rosa-YFP reporter.
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**Fig. 5. Safe and systematic precise gene correction in FOP hiPSCs.**

**a**, Schematic of R206H allele-selective precise HDR for A>G correction in FOP hiPSCs (WT/R206H). Silent mutation of guanine (G, blue) creates a BstUI restriction enzyme site, which allows for rapid selection of HDR clones and for discriminating the Corrected allele (2mm) from original WT one (1mm). Arrowheads indicate DSB sites. Squares indicate codon. pf, perfect match; 1mm, 1 bp mismatch; 2mm, 2 bp mismatches. **b**, T7E1 assay. Asterisks indicate PCR products digested by T7E1. N, PX459 plasmid without spacer. **c**, Bac[PT] values for R206H (pf), WT (1mm) and Corrected (2mm) alleles. **d**, Cytotoxicity is examined by counting cell number after all-in-one plasmid transfection and puromycin selection. Data are shown as mean and s.d. from n = 3 biological replicates. Statistical significance is assessed using Welch's test with post hoc Games–Howell test. **e**, Immunocytochemistry to examine pSmad1/5/8 activation in the FOP (WT/R206H) hiPSCs and a corrected FOP (WT/R206H) hiPSC. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 4 biological replicates. Statistical significance is assessed using two-tailed Student's t-test. **f**, Clonal analysis of overall HDR and precise HDR (WT/Corrected) efficiencies in the FOP hiPSCs (WT/R206H). Overall HDR comprises R206- and/or WT-allele-HDR with or without indels. The number of clones analyzed is shown in a dotted square. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 3 independent experiments performed at different times. **g**, Immunocytochemistry to examine Activin-induced pSmad1/5/8 activation in the FOP (WT/R206H) hiPSCs and a corrected (WT/Corrected) clone. Data are shown as mean and s.d. from n = 3 biological replicates. Statistical significance is assessed using Welch's test with post hoc Games–Howell test. **h**, Computational estimation for HDR rate at single allele. **i**, Correlation between experimental HDR frequencies and computational modeling. Overall (left) and precise WT/Corrected HDR (right) are shown. Linear regression and Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) with P-values are shown. **j**, Summary of [C] extension methods.
Extended Data Figure 1. AIMS construction and indel analysis.

**a** Schematic of generating dual color KI mESC clones for AIMS. Two types of targeting plasmids are simultaneously knocked into the two alleles of the Cdh1 or Tbx3 locus using CRISPR-Cas9. Arrowheads indicate DSB sites.

**b** Representative results of Tbx3-P2A1-AIMS. Genotypes are determined by nine combinations of tdTomato/Venus expression and localization in Tbx3-P2A1-AIMS. T, tdTomato; V, Venus; +, no indel represented by both cytosolic and nuclear localization; n, in-frame indel represented by nuclear localization; -, frameshift indel or large deletion represented by loss of fluorescence. Scale bar indicates 100 μm.

**c** Representative DNA and amino acid sequences of in-frame indels. The clones showing cytosolic expression (T+ or V+) are sequenced and the number of clones with in-frame indel are shown.

**d** The table shows percentages of the four types of bi-allelic indel patterns. Total indicates the mean of all data (n = 30), which is shown in Fig. 1g. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m.
Extended Data Fig. 2. A minor effect of plasmid reduction on mono-allelic indel induction.
Indel pattern is analyzed using Cdh1-P2A2-AIMS. The spacerless-PX459 plasmid (p:CP, 250 ng) is co-transfected with different amounts of the P2A2-sgRNA4 sgRNA expression plasmid (p:R). Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 3 independent experiments performed at different times and total colony number analyzed is shown in each column.
Extended Data Fig. 3. Construction of [5C]-[30C]sgRNA expressing all-in-one plasmids.

The linkers are inserted into the *BpiI* site of the PX459 plasmid. Adenine (A, blue) is inserted at the third position from the 3' end of the cytosine extension to create an overhang sequence for insertion of spacer sequences with CCAC overhang. The [5C]-[30C]sgRNA-expressing all-in-one plasmids can be produced by inserting a standard 18-20 bp spacer linker between two *BpiI* sites.
Extended Data Figure 4. Quantitative assessment of the suppressive effects of [C] extension for different sgRNAs.

**a,** Relationships between [C] extension length and AIMS[P] are shown for 8 sgRNA. **b,** Relationships between [C] extension length and concentration of effective sgRNA-Cas9 complex (log10(S)) are shown. The three upper right panels show the results of linear regression analysis, including Pearson's correlation coefficients (r), P-values, and slopes. The upper left panels and 8 bottom panels show the correlation between [C] extension length and log10(S) for all sgRNAs (overlayed) and each sgRNA, respectively. Note that 8 sgRNAs have similar slope values, suggesting uniform effects of [C] extension. **c,** ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) analysis to investigate the differences of slope values for 8 sgRNAs. Statistical results for each source of variance are shown in left. Right panel shows a correlation between observed and predicted log10(S). Linear regression and Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) with P-value are shown.
Extended Data Fig. 5. Additional results of AIMS experiments.

a, The table shows percentages of the two types of mono-allelic indel patterns. Total indicates the mean of all data (n = 73), which is shown in the Fig. 2e. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m.. b, Different indel frequency at different chromosomal loci. Indel patterns and probabilities (AIMS[P]) are compared between Cdh1-P2A1-AIMS and Tbx3-P2A1-AIMS. The data for the indel pattern of Cdh1-AIMS (P2A1-sgRNA1) were from Fig. 2d. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 3 (0C in Tbx3-AIMS, n = 6) independent experiments performed at different times and total colony number is shown in each column. Statistical significance is assessed using two-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey–Kramer test.

c, Comparison of indel probability between HEK293T cells and hiPSCs. Asterisks indicate PCR products digested by the T7E1 assay. N, PX459 plasmid without spacer.

d, Schematic of measuring the frequency of scarless mono-allelic HDR without indels on the non-HDR allele using Tbx3-P2A1-AIMS. Arrowheads indicate DSB sites.

e, Indel pattern (left) and probability (AMIS[P], right) are shown. The data of the indel pattern of Tbx3-AIMS (P2A1-sgRNA1) are from Extended Data Fig. 5b. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 3 independent experiments performed at different times and total colony number is shown in each column. Statistical significance is assessed using one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey–Kramer test.

f, Frequencies of scarless HDR are shown as mean ± s.e.m. from n = 3 independent experiments performed at different times. Statistical significance is assessed using one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey–Kramer test.
Extended Data Fig. 6. Computational modeling of single-cell heterogeneity of genome editing frequency using beta distribution. 

a, Correlation between Bac[P] and AIMS[P] shown in Fig. 3e. Linear regression and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) with P-value are shown. b, α and β values of beta distribution for each experiment that minimized sum of squared residuals (SSR) between experimental F(Bi), F(Mono), and F(No) and simulated F(Bi), F(Mono), and F(No). c, Identification of fixed α value that minimized SSR (left). Probability density functions with different mean P are shown in a middle panel. Right panel shows comparison of SSR based on the assumption that single-cell editing probability is homogenous or heterogeneous. d, Correlation between the experimental data and prediction of clone frequency for bi-, mono-, or no-indel. Black line is based on the assumption that genome editing probability is homogenous across the cell population. For the beta distribution, additional simulations in the case that α is 3 or 10 are also exhibited.
Extended Data Figure 7. Downsizing sgRNA-Cas9 activity enhances on-target specificity and suppresses off-target effects.

a, Relationships between on-target editing probability on perfect match target (P) and off-target probability on 1mm or 2mm target (Q) shown in Fig. 4c and Fig. 5c. Results of computational fitting are also shown. Red, blue, and green dots indicate experimental data from Fig. 4c, Fig. 5c (pf vs 1mm), and Fig. 5c (pf vs 2mm), respectively. Details of generating simulation curves are described in Methods.

b, Computational analysis of decrease in relative off-target editing and increase in on-targeting specificity along with reduction in indel probability. pf, perfect match; 1mm, 1 bp mismatch; 2mm, 2 bp mismatch.

c, HEK293T  EMX1 (on-target)

HEK293T  HCN1 (off-target)

HEK293T  MFAP1 (off-target)

d, HEK293T  VEGFA1 (on-target)

HEK293T  MAX (off-target)

HEK293T  COMDA (off-target)

Extended Data Fig. 7. Downsizing sgRNA-Cas9 activity enhances on-target specificity and suppresses off-target effects. a, Relationships between on-target editing probability on perfect match target (P) and off-target probability on 1mm or 2mm target (Q) shown in Fig. 4c and Fig. 5c. Results of computational fitting are also shown. Red, blue, and green dots indicate experimental data from Fig. 4c, Fig. 5c (pf vs 1mm), and Fig. 5c (pf vs 2mm), respectively. Details of generating simulation curves are described in Methods. b, Computational analysis of decrease in relative off-target editing and increase in on-targeting specificity along with reduction in indel probability. pf, perfect match; 1mm, 1 bp mismatch; 2mm, 2 bp mismatch. c, Indel probability of other sgRNAs in HEK293T cells. The T7E1 assay is performed to investigate on-target and off-target indel probability for EMX1 (c) and VEGFA1 (d) targeting sgRNAs.
Extended Data Figure 8. Computational simulation of precise mono-allelic HDR from homozygous states.

a, A flow chart to establish a computational simulation of precise mono-allelic HDR to generate FOP model in mESC (Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 8) or to correct a SNP in FOP hiPSCs (Fig. 5 and Extended Data Fig. 10). b, Scheme of HDR-mediated generation of FOP model (WT/R206H) from a WT/WT genotype.

c, Relationship between C extension length and Bac[P] shown in Fig. 4c. A red line (P = 0.313) indicates the value when precise WT/R206H HDR is induced at the highest level.

d, Hypothetical function of HDR rate (h) along indel probability (P). HDR rate is set based on the data of Fig. 4e (see details in Methods).

e, Simulation of editing outcomes in the absence of HDR templates. Left and right panels show the relationships between indel probability (P) and frequencies for mono-allelic indel (left) or No/Mono/Bi indel (right). An arrow indicates the predicted maximum value for mono-allelic indel induction with P value of 0.392.

f, Simulation of editing outcomes in the presence of HDR templates. Top panels show the relationships between indel probability (P) and frequencies of various HDR clones (top, left) and relative fraction (top, right). Frequencies of overall HDR and precise WT/R206H editing and the relative ratio of the WT/R206H clones (vs overall HDR) are shown in bottom panels. An arrow indicates the predicted maximum value (P = 0.313) to generate precise WT/R206H HDR clones.
Extended Data Fig. 9. Suppression of cytotoxicity by [C] extension in hiPSCs.

(a-d) Indel probability (a, c) and cytotoxicity (b, d) of other sgRNAs are investigated in hiPSCs. The T7E1 assay is performed to investigate on-target indel probability for sgRNAs targeting EMX1 (a) and VEGFA1 (c). These pictures are also shown in the Extended Data Fig 5c. (e-h) Indel probability (e, g) and cytotoxicity (f, h) are investigated in HEK293T cells. The T7E1 assay is demonstrated to investigate on-target and off-target indel probability for sgRNAs targeting EMX1 (e) and VEGFA1 (g). These pictures are also shown in the Extended Data Fig 7c, d. N, PX459 plasmid without spacer (a-h). Asterisks indicate PCR products digested by the T7E1 assay (a, c, e, g). Statistical significance is assessed using Welch’s test with post hoc Games–Howell test (b, d, f, h).
Extended Data Figure 10  

**a**  
Scheme of HDR-mediated correction of FOP model (WT/R206H) to a WT/Corrected genotype.  **b**  
Relationship between [C] extension length and Bac[P] for R206H allele, shown in Fig. 5c. A red line (P = 0.424) indicates the value when precise WT/Corrected HDR is induced at the highest level.  **c**  
Prediction of precise disease gene correction. Scheme of HDR for 3 bp substitution in exon 5 of ACVR1 (HEK293T). Silent mutation with cytosine (C, blue) and missense mutations with two adenines (AA, red) creates a MscI restriction enzyme site, which allows for rapid quantification of HDR frequency. Squares indicate codon. pf, perfect match; non-specific; specific.  **d**  
Prediction of HDR/indel Pattern  
**e**  
Overall HDR  
**f**  
ACVR1 (HEK293T)  

Extended Data Fig. 10. Computational simulation of precise disease gene correction.  

**a**  
Scheme of HDR-mediated correction of FOP model (WT/R206H) to a WT/Corrected genotype.  
**b**  
Relationship between [C] extension length and Bac[P] for R206H allele, shown in Fig. 5c. A red line (P = 0.424) indicates the value when precise WT/Corrected HDR is induced at the highest level.  
**c**  
Prediction of precise disease gene correction. Scheme of HDR for 3 bp substitution in exon 5 of ACVR1 (HEK293T). Silent mutation with cytosine (C, blue) and missense mutations with two adenines (AA, red) creates a MscI restriction enzyme site, which allows for rapid quantification of HDR frequency. Squares indicate codon. pf, perfect match; non-specific; specific.